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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

140,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturerrossilena-tours 

Description 

Overview

Available Day: Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Available Language:  English, German, French, Polish, Russian

Location:  Santorini, Greece

FULL DAY Tour

Starting from: Ask us for the potential starting points.

The price includes:

- Bus Transfer
- Boat Ticket
- Two stops at Santorini,
1.Oia* (famous for the view of Caldera)
2.Fira* (the capital of Santorini)
*(in each stop you will have free time to visit the place).

Extras:

- individual expenses

Informations:

This price is for an adult.
Children 0-3 years old, are free.
Children 4-10 years old, pay 1/2 of the adult ticket price.
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Description

SANTORINI ISLAND

Many reasons have made this dream island globally famous and many of us have seen magnificent pictures of it (pictures of Santorini have
featured in the global promotion campaing of the Greek Tourism). Scientists relate Santorini to the mythical Atlantis. Santorini is an ancient
island, where the life of the volcano has significantly influenced the island's structure and the lifestyle of its inhabitants throughout history.
Another reason that has made the island well known is the view of "Caldera", which is one of the most fascinating sceneries on the planet.

The rare natural beauty, the rich history and the unique geomorphology of Santorini have contributed to it becoming one of the world's top and
most known destinations. It has become the subject of study for numerous influential scientists as well as an inspiration to famous poets and
writers. It is worth noting that the island was even mentioned in Jules Verne's novel "20000 Leagues Under the Sea", as well as Santorini being
his main source of insiration in writing his novel "The Mysterious Island".

 

SANTORINI (ONE DAY) PROGRAM

>Departure from Heraklion.

>Arrival on Santorini at port of Athinios.

>Excursion Oia-Fira.

>Departure from Santorini heading to Crete.

>Arrival at Heraklion.
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